Time traveller
Talk to members of your
family to find out what
has changed since they
were 10 years old. What
has changed and what
has stayed the same? Is
the world a better place
now?
If you could travel to
any time period,
anywhere in the world,
where would you go?
Make a scrap book of
your chosen period and
explain what you would
do while you were there.

Take a look at some old
family photographs.
Create a timeline for
your family showing
important events such as
births, marriages or
house moves.

Research some scientific
arguments about time
travel. Do you think it
will ever be possible?

Take photographs of as
many different watches
as you can find and
create a montage.

Design a watch of your
own. Try to incorporate
some exciting new
functions!

Write an autobiography
of your life so far.

Read ‘Boy’ by Roald
Dahl, his own
autobiography. What is
similar to your life and
how is it different?

Find out about some of the
most important
technological inventions of
the last century, such as
mobile phones, GPS, MRI
scans and the World Wide
Web. Can you imagine life
without them now?

Conduct a survey of
your family and friends
to find out which aspect
of technology they
would miss most if they
had to live without it.

Draw and label a design
for a product of the
future. What would it
do? How would it make
life easier?

Time yourself doing
different activities at
home. Create a pie chart
to show the proportion
of time each day you
spend eating, sleeping or
at school. What would a
pie chart of your perfect
day look like?
Create portraits of
members of your family.
Will you draw, paint,
take photographs or use
computer software?

Space Oddity is a
famous song by David
Bowie. Find out about
when it was popular,
why and write your own
review.

Draw a detailed picture of
what you think a house
will look like in 2050.
How will things have
changed? How do you
think people will travel?

If you were travelling to
the future what 5 things
would you want to take
with you and why?

What is your earliest
memory? Video yourself
talking about it or
write it down as a
diary entry. Compare
your earliest memory
with other people in
your class.
Before ‘google’ people
Ask your family
often used
members about their
encyclopaedias to find
favourite time travel
new information. Find
movie or tv
one in the library and
programme. Try to
try to learn some new
watch something
facts to share with your together and write a
class.
review.

Dr Who is a famous,
fictional, time traveller.
Watch an episode and
write a review to share
with your class.

